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Abstract

The theoretical calculations of equilibrium deformations

and multipole moments of rare earth nuclei are presented. The

good agreement with experiment for Gd, Dy, Er, Tb nuclei is

found in contrast to large discrepancies for heavy Hf, W and Os

isotopes, especially connected with hexadecapole deformations

and moments. Possibilities of the explanation of the above

hexadecapole anomaly are discussed. The assumption of the

"partial-bubble"-like density distribution, suggested from

electron scattering measurements, is found to be quite insuf-

ficient for- the hexadecapole anomaly explanation. The simul-

taneous inclusion of non-axial and hexadecapole degrees of

freedom is found to be the most promising approach to explain

the "hexaaecapole anomaly" for Hf, W, Os isotopes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently several experimental papers appeareB |_1-4j predicting

large negative hexadecapole momenta and deformations for heavy

Hf nuclei and W,0s isotopes. The present paper ifl devoted

mainly to the question of agreement between theory and experiment

in this region. In the m&croseopic-microscopic method Introduced

first by Strutinsky f5} /which was fairly Buccesful in describing

many properties of nuclei/ the nuclear energy formula is divided

into two parts. The macroscopic part describes the bulk properties

of nuclear energy by the liquid drop model and varies smoothly

with particle numbers, the microscopic part is composed of shell

and pairing correction contributions. Both terms depend on nuclear

deformations

One can argue, that E
macro

distribution = ?Cp J
must depend on the shape of the density

matter drop. The micro-

scopic part, as generated by Strutinsky method, depends on the
y

parameters describing the shape of the potential S ,

In phonomenological average potential approach, in contrast to the

selfconsistent Hartree-Fock method, the shape of the nuclear

potential and the shape of the generated single-particle density

generally do not coincide, G ̂  B 5 .In line with this

argumentation it was suggested by Herlo-Pomorska and Pomorski \je,ly

that formula /"!/ should be modified as follows

£„,,



in contrast to the previous calculations where the same 3 was

used in both parts. Here, 3 is the set of the average potential

deformation parameters chosen as convenient independent variables.

Since the relation /2/ can be considered as a more consequent

realisation of the phenomenological formula / V , we refer to it

in the following as to the simple consistency condition.

The shape of our Woods-Saxon potential [_9~''1J is defined in terms

of spherical harmonics:

where €{&*) is calculated from the constant volume condition

and B = r A ' ̂  . The shape of corresponding macroscopic density

distribution is parametrized in terma of its own degrees of freedom

n

The density deformation parameters TJ entering the formulae /2/

are found numerically from the following system of nonlinear

equations

r*\ !croQ
where

A

in

single particle wave function,

occupation factor of single particle state

smearing of the shell structure,

/a/

as defined in Eq. /3/!
o

is the multipole moment operator.

The results presented in j

/i/ a rectangular mesh of

rresponding

obtained from Eqs /5/ with the equivalent uniform

the alternative curv:

obtained with the equivalent

The results presented in Pig. 1 illustrate the differences of:

J and f*
/Hf the corresponding curvilinear mesh of the points

and ft'

macroscopic density distribution} /iii/ the alternative curvilinear
q

mesh of the points <p

Fermi distribution.

| is obtained,

In both cases of macroscopic density distribution the significant

decrease of 1 ^ 1 with respect to j fi

especially in Fermi version. Inspecting Fig. 1 and Eqa. /1/ and /2/

one may easily conclude that the above reduction of Ifl as

compared to [ ftjl would lead to increase of the equilibrium

deformation. Equilibrium deformations result from competition

between the smooth positive contribution from the liquid drop part

of the energy and negative, well-pronounced minimum of the micro-

scopic energy part, as it is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.

Applying the simple consistency condition flattens the macroscopic
Y I vi

energy part /as a function of B / since a given j P> | corres-

ponds to I fi | <̂  j3 I and effectively shifts the minimum towards

larger deformations. The effect is much more pronounced for the
5

hexadecapole deformation since the differences between 3, and
* ,-f --., ~V 'andft, are greater than those between

seen from Fig, 1.

Calculations confirm these qualitative conclusions. Examples

of ajuilihrium deformations obtained with and without using the

as can be

-3-
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simple consistency condition for Gd and Hf isotopes are shown

in Pig. 3. Since the liquid drop model formula parameters were

optimized assuming an uniform distribution of nuclear matter,

the almost all calculations have been performed using uniform

macroscopic density distribution. It is clear from Figs 1 and 2

that using Feimi distribution one obtains larger increase of

equilibrium values.

2. HEXADECAPOIE ANOMALY

The several Culomb excitation measurements O~C( predict "enor-

mously" large negative hexadecapole moments /or reduced elements

^Q* H Ji{t^i) II ZV+y proportional to the moments/ for heavy

Hf isotopes and W, Os nuclei. These values of the hexadecapole

moments correspond At a simple rotor model/ to an extraordinarily

large negative hexadecapole deformation -0.20 which corres-

ponds to a very cylindrical, "tin-can" shape. The data are

presented in Table 1, and the shape of the nuclear surface

possesing the deformations 6^ = 0.27, ^ = -0.20 is illustrated

in Fig. 9 . Since the liquid drop energy is very sensitive with

respect to p. deformations /it grows fast with/3^// there

is no chance to obtain Strutinslty's minima of S-^-0.20 in

traditional calculations /according to Eq. /1//. On the other

hand the simple consistency condition shifts the total energy

minima to greater hexadecapole deformations and flattens the

potential energy surfaces. Thus we have calculated the equilibrium

deformations of heavy rare earth nuclei using the simple consistency

condition. Fig. 4 illustrates the results of traditional /leftside/

and improved /right side/ approaches. In the latter the uniform

macroscopic density distribution was used. The improved variant

produces slightly larger hexadecapole equilibrium deformations,

but not exceeding ^ = -0.10. The three cases of heavy Hf isotopes

n, TJf, Hf were calculated with Permi macroscopic density

distribution for comparison. Although this version causes the

larger shift of the ^ e < i u i l i b r i u m
 t h e s e v a l u e a d o n o t e x o e e d

^ = -0.12 what is still much less than those obtained from Culomb

excitation measurements. For the most p, -deformed nuclei in

our calculations - 8^B£ the following values of fi, -equilibrium

are obtained:

/!/ f>h = -0.079 in traditional Strutlnski 'B approach

/li/ a, = -0.095 in improved approach /uniform density

distribution/

/iH/ fi, ~ -0.113 in improved approach /Permi distribution/.

Figs. 5 and 6 show the quadrupole and hexadecapole momenta

respectively. Both theoretical and experimental values are indicated,

the latter with the errors /in the quadrupole case the errors are

very small and not indicated/.

Two possible hexadecapole moments resulting from the experiments

are marked by a/ and b/ in some cases. It is seen, that if for all

quadrupole moments, and hexadecapole moments referlng to Er, Yb

isotopes /and Gd, Dy /_~12, 13]/ quite good agreement between theory

and experiment was obtained, the theoretical hexadecapole moments

for the heavy Hf, W and Os isotopes differ very much from the

experimental ones.

The above large discrepances between theory and experiment

are confirmed in the following Figs 7 and 8 where the potential



deformations fulfiling the conditions:

( p ) =
are shown /including the experimental errors/. It is seen very well

that for G-d, Dy, Er, Yb nuclei /the centre of rare earth region/

the theory is adequate to the experiment /the Strutinsky's

equilibrium points are almost within the area of the experimental

errors/, but for Hf, W, Os nuclei the agreement does not exist.

The similar, but somewhat less drastic discrepancies exist for the

light nuclei from the border of rare earth region /N&, Sm/. The

large discrepancies between the experimental and theoretical

hexadecapole moments and defoliations illustrated in Table I,

Figs 4, 6, 7 and 8 suggest that either theoretical or experimental

investigations /or even both/ do not take into account some important

properties of the nuclei from the rare earth border.

3. INTERPRETATIVE DIFFICUITIES OP EXPERIMENT

In order to consider the possible reasons of the above dis-

crepancies let us examine the difficulties connected with the

interpretation of the experimental measurements. The oC -induced

Culomb excitation and Culomb - nuclear interference measurements

are the main methods leading to the extraction of the multipole

moments /or the reduced matrix elements of multipole electro-

magnetic transitions/, wherefrom the deformation parameters, are

obtained. But, apart from the uncertain!ties connected with the

purity of the targets, exactness of the o( -beam parameters and

other experimental details, the above both methods are not free

from model-dependent assumptions. The most important of them

are the assumption concerning the validity of the simple rotor

model relationship among many reduced elements of multipole tran-

sitions and the assumption of axial symmetry. The above model-

-dependent assumptions Influence the values of the reduced matrix

elements of the multipole transitions resulting from the best fit

to the experimental cross sections. On the other hand, in spite

of the progress in experimental technique, the "pure" experimental

errors of hexadecapole matrix elementB are still very large.

Another model-dependent ambiguities arise when defining the

experimental deformation parameters from the "measured" multipole

moments.

The results depend on non-unique assumption of the density

distribution, the choice and the number of the parameters describing

the shape of this distribution. The uniform and Feiral density dis-

tributions have been used up to now and Mi, . &,) axially

symmetric deformed shapes were considered. In order to examine

the possibility of explanation of the hexadecapole anomaly, other

density distributions should be considered and new shape degrees

of freedom should be taken into account.

4. "PARTIAL-BUBBLE" - LIKE CHARGE DISTRIBUTION

Recent electron scattering measurements ^14, 15j indicate

a "partial-bubble" - like charge distribution /in W, Os isotopes/

with two regions of higher density near the poles of the defonned

-8-



in Model I case and

nucleus. Then the suggestion was out forward to investigate whether

this kind of density distribution is able to explain the extra-

ordinary large hexadecapole moments and deformations in this region

of the deformed nuclei. Since the microscopic and macroscopic

multipole momenta are very close to each other, we decided to

investigate the macroscopic bubble models to get initial estimation.

Only short outline of the investigation is presented here, for

the details see [j6J. Two quasi-uniform models of partial-bubble

distributions are considered:

S(r) . r 44
$ r > 5?

where x parameter as follows from /10/ describes the density excess

in the exterior /closed to the surface/ part of the nuclei and has

the same definition in both bubble models. The second parameter

introduced describes the size of the interior area with lower density:

— /iv

The models Introduced have different symmetry of the interior area:

in Model I the same symmetry of both exterior and interior parts

was assumed, in Model II the interior part was assumed to be

spherical. It is illustrated in Pigs. 9 and 10. Relatively easy

calculations /in which mass conservation condition plays an important

role/ give the ratios of the multipole moments with bubble to uniform

ones as a function of the "bubble" parameters x,y

/12/

/H/

-9-

in Model II case, where

and

The sensitivity of the multipole momenta /and resulting changes in

deformations/ to the bubble parameters is shown in Figs. 11, 12, 13,

14. Since the experimentally estimated x parameter is about x=1.05

-1.1 we must conclude, that hexadecapole anomaly can not be ex-

plained within any partial-bubble-like /axial symmetric/ density

distribution.

5. NON-AXIAL AND HEXADECAPOLE DEFORMATIONS - POSSIBILITY OF

EXPLANATION OF THE HEXADECAPOLE ANOMALY?

The n u c l e i from the border of the r a r e e a r t h region a r e known,

however, from paper of Meyer t e r Venn et a l [ 2 0 | , to be n o n - a x i a l l y ,

-deformed. I t i s almost c l e a r , as Baker e t a l JV] pointed ou t ,

tha t only quadrupole and nonaxia l degrees of freedom are not able

to explain enormously l a r g e hexadecapole momenta.

The lack of success of the simple cons i s tency condi t ion c a l -

cu l a t i ons / i n heavy Hf, W, Os reg ion / and p a r t i a l - b u b b l e models

forced us to i n v e s t i g a t e the new family of t he shapes - namely non-

- a x i a l hexadecapole deformed shapes. A propm- i«ietn.inJM, ay -Hie.

dpi'le. <Ae.fo'-woJ-<on<, in -Hie cme, cf M**x>vi s k W Ct

-.10-



really a difficult problem. For the details see S.G. Eohozinski[i7j.

Let us parametrize the nuclear surface by the expression

Hay- c«)U.uz °<Llxi
Limiting to the quadrupole and hexadecapole deformations we follow

Bohr £i8j> introducing "Rp and V :

I Ml

Hexadecapole deformations can be parametrized /after Rohozinski [17]/

as:Z -
—

if
In further studies we use three simplified parametriaations (XI*

and [c]:

/i/ [A] parametri aation: )
f = f/ii/ £if) parametrization: f ̂ rZ)X \

/iii/ [cfj parametrization: ( P2 ) V )

In all cases, for "̂ =0 ^ = B axial /J_=A,B,C/ and for

y . 6 0° ^axial =. ̂ fA3 o r ^ Q r _ ̂  F o r t h e l n l t l a l

estimation of the influence of the new shapes on the resulting

multipole moments, the simple rigid nonaxial rotor model of Davydov-

-Filippov £19] v»as examined.

-11-

Non, the main results and conclusions will be discussed,

not entering into the details of the model /they are included in

our paper [_16J - in preparation to publication/. The rotational

hamiltonian /in intrinsic frame of reference/

JzL /19/

was diagonalised numerically, and its ei gen functions (.ere found:

I

i i M > = 2 at I I K M > /20/

where IKM>
Assuming, total nuclear hamiltonian as:

wave functions in a separable form are obtained

/ 2 V

/22/

n i l l t r i n B l c .where j ̂ ^ - wave function of

Using known definition of the multipole transition operator and

some algebra of the rotational group one can obtain finally:

where Q£y = < t / Jl '(EI,/*') j f > (&) is nuclear multipole

moment.

Figs. 15 and 16 i l lus t ra te the relative / to v^= 0 case/

reduced matrix of the quadrupole and hexadecapole transitions

/for P. = 0.27, R =-0.20/. In the former case the changes

with <r are about 20j£ for 30 , in the la t te r are much

-12-



greater about 5OJS in all three simplified versions of parametri-

zation.

Then, the ratios of different transition matrix elements

change from the usual simple /axial/ rotor relationship /see

Lee at al

0 00 /25/

which is used in fitting quadrupole and hexadecapole transition

elements to experimentally measured cross sections. One can

suppose that taking into account the V'-dependent relations

among different matrix elements, the other results for

^OUl Jl CEl) It lt ^? ™* *e ofctamed&o^thejCittine
procedure. So, there is , in our opinion, a hope toV"hexadecapole

anomaly11. With this hope me are preparing suitable tables of

corresponding ratios /25/ for y£ 0 cases for the experimenta-

l i s t s , because the details of the experimental data and fitting

procedure are not at our disposal.

/ i i i / The large discrepancies between theory and experiment

axe observed for nuclei on the edge of the region

/especially heavy Hf, W, Os/.

/iv/ The ... "partial~Tjut>l)le"-like density distribution assumption

/suggested from electron scattering measurements/ is not

able to explain the above discrepancies.

/v/ The initial estimations with the simultaneous use of the

non-axial and hexadecapole degrees of freedom point to the

possibility of this serious problem explanation.

One of the authors (P.P.) would like to thank Professor Ahdus Ealam,

the International Atomic Energy Agency and UNESCO for hospitality at the

International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste.

6. CONCLUSIONS

/ i / The simple consistency condition s l i gh t ly enlarges hexa-

decapole equilibrium deformations as compared to t r a d i t i o n a l

S t ru t insky ' s approach.

/ i i / The method provides a good descript ion of the equilibrium

deformations and multipole moments in the centre of the

ra re earth region /Gd, Dy, Er, Tb, l igh t Hf n u c l e i / .

-13-
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I
Nuclei

I

176H f

1 7 8Hf

1 8 0 Hi

j

186,,

186,h0s

j i

188,'03

2.281 /10/

2.204 /12/

2.176 /10/

2.053 /15/

1.94

1.83

1.762

1.586

0.26 /12/ort

-0.76 /15/ j

0.23 gjjorj
-0.67 /20/ !

0.21 (]g)or| 0.25 /V

-0.66 /17/ ! 0.29 hi

-0.63 [0.290/10/

-0.63 /25/ tO.262/13/

-0.64 /16/ [0.237/13/

-0.855 ! 0.243

-0.917 ! 0.217

o.oo

-0.20

-0.187/62/;

•0.189/62/

1-0.193/38/

-0.226

-0.237

Ref.

| __- .

Reduced matrix elements of the multipole transitions deduced from

Culomb excitation measurements £1-4"]. Experimental errors are

indicated in brackets. For some < 0 f |[ JL( (Flt)\\ L\ O two

possible valuea are given. The quadrupole and hexadecapole deforma-

tions deduced from experiments are given, too.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Pig. 1. Diagram of the deformation meshes discussed:
V v

a/ the rectangular mesh of £,„ and ft, /dashed lines/;

' f S

b/ the resulting mesh of density deformations B,, ̂  obtained

with the equivalent uniform distribution /full lines/; and

c/ the mesh of density deformations p2 , ̂  obtained with

the equivalent Fenni distribution /dotted lines/.

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the origin of differences between

the equilibrium deformations obtained traditionally and according

to the simple consistency condition. Top: the shell correction

/dotted line/, the macroscopic energy according to traditional

approach /dashed line/ and after taking into account the simple

consistency condition /solid line/. Bottom: the total energy

according to the traditional approach /dashed line/ and after

taking into account the simple consistency condition /solid line/.

Both in arbitrary units.

Fig. 5. Examples of the shifts of equilibrium deformations connected

with using simple consistency condition for some Gd and Hf isotopes.

Fig. 4» Equilibrium deformations obtained using traditional macro-

scopic-microscopic approach /left/ compared to those obtained with

improved approach /right/. Uniform density distributions assumed.

Three cases of heavy Hf isotopes /indicated by squares/ calculated

with Fermi distribution are shown for comparison.

Fig. 5. Theoretical /points/ and experimental /squares/ electric

quadrupole moments for Er, Tb, Hf, W and Os isotopes. Experimental

data taken from compilation of Goldhaber

-17-

FiR. 6. Theoretical /points/ and experimental /squares or circles/

electric hexadecapole moments. Two possible experimental values/a/

and /b/ /with error bars/ are shown if were given. The experimen-

tal data taken from the survey of measurements given in ("3].

There are no data of experimental errors for Os isotopes /squares

with crosses/.

Fig. 7. Experimental Woods-Saxon potential deformations /solutions

of the Eqs./9// for some Sm, Gd, Hf, W, Oa isotopes /with experimen-

tal errors taken into account/ compared to theoretical equilibrium

deformations /black points/. Experimental values for Os isotopes

are marked by crosses /errors not known/.

Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7 for some Dy, Er and Yb isotopes.

Pig. 9. Exterior and interior shapes for Model I of "partial-bubble"

-like density distribution and &2 = 0.27, 84 = -0.20.

Fi^.10. Same as Fig. 9, but for Model I I .

Fig.11. Relative multipole moments obtained in "bubble" models

/related to those obtained with uniform distribution/ aa functions

of density excess x parameter, /y fixed, y = 0.8/. Results in

Model II refer to two cases of shapes: 1/ B, = °»27, 6 , =-0.20

and 2/ 22 = 0.27, ^ 4 = 0.10.

Fig. 12. Relative multipole moments as a functions of bubble size

parameter y /x = 1.5 fixed/.

Fig;. 15. Quadrupole and hexadecapole deformations of 80Hf deduced

from Culomb-excitation experimental values of <( 0f(l Ji (t?)l\Z4'^

and 'CO^ljJi ( t4j / l h**} TO as functions of partial-bubble

parameters x, y in Model I . The case x = 1 correspond to usual

uniform density distribution.
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. 14. Same as ?ig. 13, but in Model I I .

~Sjfr. 15. Reduced matrix elements of the quadrupole transitions

/related to V" = 0 case/ as a function of nonaxiality parameter

y . Results refer to Davydov, Filippov [.19] rigid rotor model

with 8- = 0,27, T}. = -0.20. A, B, C mark three possible sim-

plifications of the general hexadecapale parametri2ation /17 / .

2+ denotes the lower 2+ s tate, while 2t the upper.
0 '

Fig. 16. Reduced matrix elements of the hexadecapole transitions

/related to V' = 0 case/ as a function of v parameter. A, B,

and G refer to the simplifications of the general hexadecapole

parametri zation /17/. 4-̂ , 4^, 4̂  denote the three 4+ States.

/4 +
0 is the lower one/.

i ca

F i g . l
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Model I y = 0.8
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Model 11 y = 0.8

J32=0.27 j34=-0.20
Fie.10
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